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Product InformatIon

MINOX ACX 100 HD Action Cam
Adventures in High Definition

Technical Data

Lens Fixed focus 2,9 mm wide angle

Aperture f / 2.2

Angle of vision 135°

Video HD Video

Resolutions 1080 p (Full HD) or 720 p

Frame frequency 30 fps

Sensor HD CMOS Sensor with 1080 p

Video format H.264 Kompression (MOV)

Exposure Automatic

White Balance Automatic

Storage SDHC cards up to 32 GB

Record duration approx. 45 minutes

USB USB 2.0 to transfer files and to  
charge battery

Battery Internal, 1000 mAh rechargeable 
Lithium-ion

Length 110 x 35 mm (L x W )

Weight approx. 124 g

Product design VOLKSWAGEN Design

Order number 61607

Whether in a moment of freefall, in the half-pipe, 
on the ski slope or out biking; the new MINOX 
ACX 100 HD Action Cam is the ideal companion 
when pursuing leisure activities, extreme sports 
or just pure action. The maximum full HD video 
resolution of 1080p, a 135° super wide-angle 
lens as well as a memory capacity of up to 32 GB 
guarantee long-lasting dynamic action. Thanks 
to the multi-optional mounting kit and the 
compact rugged and watertight body this new 
ACX 100 should not be missing on any occasion 
or adventure. 

The high quality camera module with a 135° 
super wide-angle lens guarantees top imaging 
quality and high contrast through its automatic 
exposure control and white balance. With the 
rotating camera module horizontal shots are 

always captured 
even in unusual 
mounting positions 
and camera settings. 
The intuitive opera-
tion using just one 
button as well as 
a fast and simple 
mounting ensure 
comfortable and 
convenient hand-
ling. Additionally, 
the ACX 100 can be 

separated quickly from the adapter at any time 
and reconnected again for shooting. This means 
that the camera can be safely and reliably kept 
in a jacket or trouser pocket when not in use. 

Every video shoot is additionally recorded with 
sound to enable an effective playback with vivid 
sound later on.

The scope of delivery includes a 4 GB SD memory 
card with a storage volume for 45 minutes full 
HD recording. It is also possible to use memory 
cards with up to 32 GB.

The MINOX ACX 100 has a rechargeable and 
replaceable battery. This offers the user the 

advantage of being able to insert another battery 
to continue the recording if low temperatures 
reduce the capacity of the one initially installed.

The scope of delivery of the ACX 100 includes 
an adapter with fixing strap and mounting pad 
for cycling and skiing helmets, a rechargeable 
lithium ion battery, a 4 GB SDHC memory card 
as well as a USB cable.

Other mounting kits and an underwater body are 
also available as accessories.
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